simultaneously. We demonstrate the efficacy of the model via 20 extensive experimental evaluation on univariate and multivariate 21 time series, achieving state-of-the-art performance on synthetic 22 and real-world data. The statistical results show that our model is 23 significantly better than the most existing time-series univariate 24 or multivariate imputation methods. , and urban traffic control [10] . However, real-world 33 time-series data inevitably contain missing values due to noise 34 or malfunctioning sensors. Missing values make any kind 35 of inference more difficult [11] . Therefore, most methods 36 have to impute missing values before performing inference. 37 Time-series imputation is a challenging task, since it is neces-38 sary to model temporal dependencies using incomplete data. 39 In the case of missing a continuous segment of data, some 40 form of long-term memory will be required. How to estimate 41 these missing values is an active research topic.
42
Using a graph to model temporal dependencies between the 43 missing item and its previously revealed points is an explicit 44 and natural strategy for time-series imputation. A recent rep-45 resentative work is temporal-regularized matrix factorization 46 (TRMF) [3] , in which a graph-based temporal regulariza-47 tion is introduced to model temporal dependencies. These 48 dependencies are further simplified into an autoregressive 49 (AR) structure. For example, assuming the missing variable 50 at time step t is x t , the AR dependencies can be formu-51 lated as x t = l∈L W (l) x t−l , where the W (l) s are the weights 52 between time steps at different lags l, and L denotes the 53 lag set. Although TRMF demonstrated the effectiveness of 54 graph-based modeling in the time-series imputation, the graph-55 based dependency structure (such as L) still requires manual 56 design, and cannot capture complex dynamic correlations in 57 an automatic way.
58
With the revolution in deep learning, recurrent neural 59 networks (RNNs) have shown great potential for learning tem-60 poral dependencies within sequence data. However, the stan-61 dard RNN is designed to model temporal dependencies from 62 the complete data. Thus, the incomplete data are a challenge 63 for the learning mechanism of RNNs. Simple methods-such as 64 replacing the missing values with their mean or the previously
3) The LIME-RNN is evaluated empirically on several syn- 126 thetic and real-world time series, and the results show 127 that our model obtains state-of-the-art imputation and 128 prediction accuracy.
129
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 130 Section II discusses related work on time-series imputation. 131 Section III introduces the preliminaries on RNNs, graph-based 132 temporal dependencies, and residual short paths. Section IV 133 presents our method formally. Section V describes the detailed 134 experimental settings and Section VI reports results and 135 analysis. We conclude in Section VII.
136

II. RELATED WORK
137
The demand for imputing missing data arises in many areas, 138 giving rise to many relevant studies. Traditional time-series 139 imputation methods, such as interpolation, splines, and moving 140 averages (MAs), are commonly used to impute missing val-141 ues in time series. All of them estimate the missing value 142 from immediately preceding or succeeding values. Hence, 143 they will achieve poor performance when encountering con-144 secutive missing values. The expectation maximization (EM) 145 algorithm [16] is also widely applied in dealing with miss-146 ing values in time series. Sinopoli et al. [17] combined it 147 with a Kalman filter. Oba et al. [18] combined it with PCA 148 and variational Bayes methods. Both of them reconstruct 149 the missing values by iterative EM steps over the available 150 values.
151
Similar to the Kalman filter, Li et al. [19] proposed 152 DynaMMo, using a sequence of latent variables to model the 153 underlying linear dynamical system and hidden patterns of the 154 observation sequences for multivariate time-series imputation. 155 White et al. [20] proposed MICE, a sequential linear regres-156 sion multivariate imputation method, in which the variable 157 with a missing value is regressed on other available variables 158 and draws from the corresponding posterior predictive distri-159 bution to replace the missing value. Anava et al. [21] used an 160 AR model to address online TSP with missing values. In par-161 ticular, they assume that the missing item can be represented 162 as a recursive AR form of its previous nonmissing points and 163 missing ones. However, all of them assume the time series has 164 underlying linear dynamics, while nonlinear dynamics is more 165 common in time series [22] - [24] . 166 Recently, modeling temporal dependencies with graph-167 based regularization provides a new insight into time-series 168 imputation. The aforementioned TRMF [3] employed a low-169 rank matrix factorization to deal with the correlation among 170 multiple variables and further generalized the AR model 171 as a weighted dependency graph-based regularizer to learn 172 the temporal dependencies between nonmissing observations 173 and missing values at different time steps, which allows for 174 simultaneous imputation and prediction. However, TRMF is 175 still limited to linear dependency with manually designed 176 structures.
RNNs are suitable for modeling nonlinear temporal depen-178 dencies for both univariate and multivariate time series.
179
However, conventional RNNs are based on sequential memory 180 and cannot be trained in the presence of missing values.
181
Although, Brakel et al. [25] presented a training strategy 182 for time-series imputation, their method still required the 183 guidance of ground truth in the training stage. Recently, 184 Lipton et al. [26] used an RNN with an additional binary vari-185 able to indicate whether the value is missing or not, and set the 186 missing value to zero when it is missing. This allowed them to 187 train a recurrent network with missingness information, which 188 was especially important in their medical domain. However, 189 their use case was not filling in the missing variables. In med-190 ical data, a lack of data is actually useful information (e.g.,
191
that a test was not run). Che et al. [27] inputs are x t ∈ R n , and the previous hidden state h t−1 ∈ R m .
220
More specifically, RNNs generate h t by the current input x t 221 and the previous hidden representation h t (a) (b) Fig. 2 . As analyzed in [28] , (a) ResNets enable very deep networks by leveraging the short paths shown in (b). There are 2 3 = 8 short paths in a 3-block ResNet.
where W denotes all of the parameters. F RNN encapsulates 231 the different RNN variants.
232
B. Graph-Based Temporal Dependencies
233
Yu et al. [3] have elaborated on how to introduce graph-234 based regularization into conventional matrix factorization to 235 capture temporal dependencies. These dependencies are sim-236 plified to an AR structure illustrated in Fig. 1 . For example, 237 assuming the missing variable at time step t is x t , the AR 238 dependencies can be formulated as
where W is the weights between different time steps and L 241 denotes a lag set that needs to be manually specified.
242
C. Residual Short Paths
243
The ResNet [12] adds an identity mapping between the input 244 and output of a module that allows the layer to just learn a 245 residual difference between its input and output. This structure 246 allows gradient information to flow backwards through the 247 network, allowing very deep networks to be learned. Recently, 248 Veit et al. [28] performed an enlightening analysis of ResNets, 249 and they argued that a ResNet can be regarded as an ensemble 250 of relatively shallow networks. As seen in Fig. 2 , adapted from 251 their paper, a 3-block ResNet is a collection of 2 3 = 8 short 252 paths with different lengths. In their view, with the structure 253 of short paths, the flow of the gradient information can be 254 efficiently propagated in this corresponding shallow network. 255 This is the main reason why ResNets works so well.
256
IV. PROPOSED METHODS
257
In this section, we present our new framework for 258 time-series-related tasks with missing values. We first intro-259 duce our LIME-RNN framework. Then, we review how our 260 RSV idea relates to the graph-based dependency framework. 261
A. Proposed LIME-RNN Framework
262
We define a time series of length T as X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T }, 263 where each x t ∈ R n . Since we are focusing on incomplete 264 Fig. 3 . Proposed LIME-RNN framework. We use green units to denote the RSV, yellow ones for input, purple for the task-related output, and the red "X" for missing inputs (randomly generated), which may be all or part of the input vector. In particular, when the missing lag drops to 1 (the missing lag is 2 in the above diagram), we have the challenging case of consecutive missing inputs. Experiments in this setting are presented in Section VI. The mapping from r T to y T may be linear, or a feedforward network.
time series, we require a corresponding set of indicator vec-
indicates x it is given, and m it = 1 indicates x it is missing, 267 where x it is the ith component of the vector x t . The frame-268 work of our LIME-RNN is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the 269 RNN layer can be composed of any kind of RNN unit.
270
We introduce the RSV to the RNN for integrating the history 271 information flow from hidden states, and draw it as the green 272 units in Fig. 3 . The output of RSV at time step t is an RSV 273 denoted by r t ∈ R m (i.e., the same dimension as h t ). r t is 274 defined in general as
276
where g and f are vector-valued functions, W r ∈ R m×m , and 277 h t ∈ R m denotes the output of the RNN hidden layer at time t.
278
However, in this paper, we assume f and g are the identity 279 function, so we can write this simply as 
293
We then learn to approximate the next input using a 294 weighted sum of the RSV as follows:
where W imp ∈ R n×m is a learned transformation matrix, and 297 z t+1 is trained to approximate x t+1 when present, and is used 298 to impute it when missing.
299
A novel learning mechanism that guides LIME-RNN to take 300 advantage of the previous observed information flow can be 301 divided into two stages: 1) forward propagation and 2) error 302 back propagation. 
1) Forward Propagation:
As seen in Fig. 3 , two kinds 304 of links enable LIME-RNN to directly model time series in 305 the presence of missing values: 1) dashed blue links and 2) 306 solid blue links. Our training process runs under two cases: 307 1) approximation and 2) imputation. Dashed blue links are for 308 approximation and solid blue ones are for imputation. If the 309 next input x t+1 is revealed, we train the output z t+1 of the 310 RSV to approximate x t+1 , aiming to model temporal depen-311 dencies between x t+1 (including the case of missing terms) 312 and the history vector. When x t+1 is missing, we directly copy 313 z t+1 to x t+1 .
314
More formally, the input u t to LIME-RNN is obtained by 315 integrating the ground truth x t and the imputed value z t , as 316 indicated by m t
where m t is the indicator vectors as defined above, • is the 319 element-wise product, ⊕ is element-wise addition, and ¬ is the 320 negation operator. This expression simply copies the elements 321 of z t to the locations of missing items in x t during forward 322 propagation.
323
2) Error Back Propagation: At each time step t, accord-324 ing to the existence of input x t or not, the approximating 325 loss L t_approx is simply the squared error loss between the 326 approximation and the existing values
328
Here, ¬m t simply masks off missing data from the approx-329 imation loss.
330
Let the superscript k denote the kth sample of time-series 331 collections (k = 1, 2, . . . , N), and the overall training loss
332
L total has two terms: 1) the total approximating loss term
333
L total_approx and 2) the task-related loss term L total_target
where d (k) and y
(k)
T denote the task-related target and output of 337 the kth sample. The term L total_target will depend on the task.
338
For example, if the task is TSC, L target will be cross-entropy 339 loss.
340
Therefore, the overall training loss L total is obtained by 341 combining (11) and (12) 342
where λ target is a coefficient weighting the importance of the 344 task loss (we will usually simply set this to 1 Fig. 1 ), our LIME-RNN has several advantages.
374
1) The dependency between input variables can be nonlin-375 ear, and is mediated in our model by the learned hidden 376 unit representation through z t .
377
2) The temporal dependency graph in LIME-RNN con-378 siders all direct connections among hidden variables 379 [e.g., given K previous points, the number of residual 380 short paths is 2 K , as in Fig. 2(b) ], which avoids the 381 handcrafted design of the dependency structure.
382
3) These residual short paths in LIME-RNN can be auto-383 matically learned in an end-to-end way using BPTT, 384 which does not limit the system to some set of user-385 intuited assumptions, such as the dependency length 386 (delay) in autoregression (AR).
387
V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
388
In this section, we conduct a comparison between our 389 framework and several state-of-the-art methods for time-series 390 imputation of missing values, and empirically evaluate the 391 performance of different RNN unit types in the LIME-RNN 392 model. First, we introduce the datasets. Second, we describe 393 our data-preprocessing procedures, experimental details, and 394 the comparison methods. Third, we show the experimen-395 tal results on univariate and multivariate time series. Then, 396 we visualize the imputation results of more realistic cases 397 where data are consecutively missing on both univariate and 398 multivariate datasets. Finally, we investigate the effects of 399 hyper-parameters, investigate error accumulation on a partic-400 ular dataset, and, finally, report the runtime of our algorithm. 401 
A. Datasets
402
The datasets we use are summarized in Table I , and include 403 five univariate time series and three multivariate ones. The 404 datasets are as follows. [21] is a synthetic time series generated 406 from a fifth-order AR equation: For the Traffic volume dataset, we smooth the data using a 447 5-step sliding-average smoothing (also called rectangular box-448 car smoothing) [35] , [36] , that is, each point is replaced by 449 the mean of the two points before and after it and the point 450 itself.
1) Sanity check
x t = φ 0 + 5 i=1 φ i x t−i + 407 t ,
451
B. Creating Missing Data
452
As shown in Table I sequence, ensuring that no missing segments overlap.
471
As noted in Table I , for Ozone, we used both random 472 and consecutive missing. We removed one segment of length 473 12 and then 13 missing at random points from the first 156 474 data points, while holding out the last 24 points to evaluate 475 prediction performance. We use Ozone to visualize the results 476 on a univariate dataset (see Fig. 7 ).
477
C. Tasks
478
On the univariate datasets, we conduct both the imputation 479 and prediction tasks. We divide the time series into two parts: 480 the first 70% for training and the remaining 30% for testing 481 prediction accuracy. We do not use a holdout set, but train 482 until the error flattens out. Since our model is trained to impute 483 missing data based on the data that are not missing, when we 484 train the model, we can leave data out, and give the results of 485 the imputation on the missing data in the training set. In this 486 manner, we can measure performance on the training set, since 487 the ground truth for the missing data is not used in training. 488 Thus, we report the imputation error on the training set while 489 focusing on the prediction performance on the test set.
490
On the multivariate datasets and with the following previous 491 work [3], [19] , [33], we only conduct the imputation task and 492 compute the imputation performance on the entire dataset.
493
D. LIME-RNN Implementation Details
494
For the LIME implementation, we used a single-layer RNN 495 with 128 neurons. We tried all three recurrent unit types: 496 vanilla RNN, GRU, and LSTM. For brevity, we only report 497 the results of LIME-LSTM. LIME-GRU performed compara-498 bly to LIME-LSTM, and occasionally better, but only by small 499 amounts. LIME-vRNN performed significantly worse than the 500 other two. The Nemenyi test (statistical test) [37] on all three 501 recurrent unit types is conducted in Section VI.
502
The initial learning rates (ILR) and mini-batch size (MBS) 503 are shown in the penultimate column of [38] and stopped training when 507 the loss flattens out. The coefficient λ target of (13) is set to 508 1 for the goal of one-step-ahead prediction; this is identical 509 to the approximation loss, and both are trained to estimate 510 the next input, x t+1 . In the one-step-ahead prediction task, 511 we must slice the time series into fixed length subsequences; 512 hence, we have to choose T, the length of the subsequences 513 (as in Fig. 3 ). The choice of T is shown in the last col-514 umn of Table I , and the relevant details are discussed in 515 Section VI-D (hyper-parameter analysis). These subsequences 516 overlap, which is commonly called "many-to-one" training. 
606
We construct a baseline method called H-LSTM to verify 607 the effectiveness of the graph-based residual paths. H-LSTM 608 learns a matrix W imp as in LIME-RNN, but directly tries 609 to predict the next input value x t+1 from the hidden unit 610 activations at time t
where W imp ∈ R n×m is a learned transformation matrix. This 613 should be compared to (8). This method uses the same end-to-614 end loss function of (13) . Finally, to further verify the benefit 615 of the graph-based residual paths versus simply skipping con-616 nections, we also constructed a baseline called RH-LSTM, 617 which introduces skip connections into H-LSTM. This strategy 618 was proposed by Wang and Tian [46] .
619
We evaluate the results by using root mean square error 620 (RMSE) for all time series except for DSIM. In order to 621 directly compare with the published results, we use mean 622 absolute error (MAE) for DSIM [33]
Fig. 4. Critical difference diagram for our framework on univariate imputation with other algorithms using the Nemenyi test. The bold solid horizontal lines group algorithms into cliques, within which there is no significant difference in rank at a 0.05 significance level. 2.142), our method is clearly the winner. The closest competi-667 tor that is not one of our models is the Kalman filter method, 668 which is not statistically different than the RegEM or MA 669 method. According to the ranking, the forward imputation, 670 spline, and indicator methods performed worst.
671
As mentioned in Section V-E, after performing imputation, 672 we then combined these methods with suitable predictors to 673 perform one-step-ahead prediction on the remaining 30% of 674 datasets. The performance is shown in Table II of the supple-675 mentary material. Our method gives the best results in every 676 case except one, and is second best on that. To check that this 677 was not by chance, we again performed the Nemenyi test to 678 obtain a statistical comparison of the methods.
679
The statistical results are shown in Fig. 5 . Again, we find 680 that the LSTM and GRU performance are not significantly 681 different. While RH-LSTM, LIME-vRNN, and H-LSTM are 682 not significantly different in rank from LIME-GRU, LIME-683 LSTM is better at the p ≤ 0.05 level. Again, the forward 684 imputation, spline, and indicator variable methods performed 685 worst. The connection between forward imputation and the 686 indicator variable approach shows that although the latter adds 687 an additional variable indicating whether the current value is 688 missing, experimental results show that this variable provides 689 little gain on the prediction task. This makes sense in this 690 context, as the indicator variable was actually informative in 691 the medical setting where it was used by Lipton et al., and 692 there is no reason to believe it will be informative here, where 693 values are missing at random.
694
B. Performance Comparison on Multivariate Datasets
695
Following the previous research, we performed imputa-696 tion on the entire DSIM and SCITOS G5 datasets. data. DynaMMo is better on SCITOS when the missing rate 707 is 5%-15%, but LIME-LSTM is not far behind.
708
We performed the same statistical test (Nemenyi test) as 709 before. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The performance 710 of two instances of our framework, LIME-LSTM and LIME-711 GRU, are similar and ranked 1 and 2, respectively. This indi-712 cates that they have similar modeling capabilities for univariate 713 The results of these two methods are then averaged. This is end-to-end loss function, H-LSTM also works well [ Fig. 7(e) ], 760 but does not quite reach the peak of the consecutively miss-761 ing data around time step 60. The imputation performance of 762 the remaining algorithms is poor for the consecutively missing 763 section of the data. None of them are able to capture the fact 764 that there should be a peak here. The reason is that these algo-765 rithms impute the missing values from immediately preceding 766 and succeeding values, which are not available in the case of 767 consecutively missing data. Also, the existing previous and 768 succeeding values are both low, so the imputed values by 769 these algorithms are also low. This is especially evident in 770 the Kalman model's imputation [ Fig. 7(d) ].
771
The pink shaded region of Fig. 7 shows the prediction 772 performance of the algorithms. All use an LSTM network for 773 the prediction portion. As such, all work reasonably well, but 774 H-LSTM and LIME-LSTM predict curves that are smoother 775 than the other methods. Between the two, LIME-LSTM is 776 more accurate at predicting peaks and valleys. It is clear here 777 that these methods would also benefit from using such a model 778 to impute consecutively missing data, as this would clearly 779 have helped around time step 58. To show the differences between the methods clearly, we 786 have zoomed in on the imputation results of the pink region. 787 DynaMMo and TRMF completely fail in this setting. TRMF 788 models the missing values in two ways: first, using corre-789 lations between the ten variables at the same time step, and 790 second, by the dependency graph regularization. Since the val-791 ues of all ten variables at the same time interval are deleted, 792 there is nothing to correlate with (this also causes the fail-793 ure of DynaMMo). Moreover, since the missing time interval 794 is relatively large, the dependency graph regularization is not 795 effective. The Fourier approach uses past values to impute 796 missing values; FLk-NN combines this with using correlations 797 between variables. As a result, these two algorithms essentially 798 repeat the previous values, just shifting some number of time 799 steps, as can be seen in Fig. 8(c) and (d) . This completely 800 distorts the original characteristics of the data. Since both H-801 LSTM and LIME-LSTM are learning to model the dynamics 802 of the time series, they perform much better, with a small off-803 set from the missing data. However, H-LSTM fails to maintain 804 the dynamics across the entire interval in the pink region of 805 Fig. 8(e) . On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 8(f) , LIME-LSTM 806 is superior to the other methods both in accuracy and stabil-807 ity. The H-LSTM models the temporal dependencies via the 808 hidden unit state in the LSTM, while the LIME-LSTM model 809 is able to use the longer-term history, as captured by the RSV, 810 similar to the residual-short-path structure in a ResNet.
811
D. Hyper-Parameter Analysis
812
The above results used a fixed hyper-parameter setting of 813 a single layer of 128 neurons. Here, we perform an empirical 814 at a time while maintaining the other parameters fixed.
821
As shown in the first row of Fig. 9 , the influence of the num-822 ber of hidden units on the imputation performance is slight.
823
As shown in the second row, adding additional recurrent lay- Inevitably, the missing values imputed by the network 836 should yield errors. Here, we argue that these errors will not 837 accumulate quickly along the forward propagation since the 838 network is able to recover from its previous errors. Assume 839 that x t is missing and x t+1 is revealed in our model, we feed 840 its ability to recover from errors.
. (a) Sanity check (50%). (b) Monthly temperature (15%). (c) Daily births (40%). (d) SCITOS G5 (15%
869
TABLE II COMPARISON OF H-LSTM AND LIME-LSTM'S DEVIATIONS ON THE
Monthly Temperature(20%) DATASET Fig. 10 . This plot shows a runtime comparison of training times with an increasing number (#) of hidden units between vanilla LSTM, H-LSTM, and LIME-LSTM on the SCITOS G5(20%) dataset.
F. Runtime Analysis
870
It is impossible to compare the runtime of our method 871 with other methods since most methods use a CPU and 872 a variety of platforms, while we use GPUs on tensorflow. 873 However, under the same setting, the runtime comparison 874 between vanilla LSTM, H-LSTM, and LIME-LSTM with an 875 increasing number of hidden units for 100 epochs of train-876 ing on the SCITOS G5(20%) dataset is shown in Fig. 10 .
877
First, comparing vanilla LSTM with H-LSTM, our proposed 878 loss function incurs extra cost for detecting missing values.
879
Comparing H-LSTM with LIME-LSTM, the computation of 880 the RSV only slightly increases the runtime. In general, the 881 runtime complexity does not increase significantly.
882
VII. CONCLUSION
883
AQ2
In this paper, we presented a novel framework, LIME-RNN, 
896
Throughout this paper, the missing pattern we studied 897 here is random missing (meaning that the missingness is not 898 informative). In other cases, such as time-series data from 899 medical applications, the fact that a test has not been run, so 900 the test results are missing, can actually be informative [26] .
901
Investigating how to combine these types of missing data with 35 of inference more difficult [11] . Therefore, most methods 36 have to impute missing values before performing inference. 37 Time-series imputation is a challenging task, since it is neces-38 sary to model temporal dependencies using incomplete data. 39 In the case of missing a continuous segment of data, some 40 form of long-term memory will be required. How to estimate 41 these missing values is an active research topic.
42
58
With the revolution in deep learning, recurrent neural 59 networks (RNNs) have shown great potential for learning tem-60 poral dependencies within sequence data. However, the stan-61 dard RNN is designed to model temporal dependencies from 62 the complete data. Thus, the incomplete data are a challenge 63 for the learning mechanism of RNNs. Simple methods-such as 64 replacing the missing values with their mean or the previously revealed values, introduces bias which could mislead the RNN 66 in the task of TSP or TSC.
67
Recently, the residual network (ResNet) [12] has had a 68 far-reaching impact for its simplicity and effectiveness. One- There are two major differences in this paper from previous an LSTM network [14] , or a GRU network [15] . We explore 113 all three of these variants here.
114
Our contributions can be summarized as follows. series. Moreover, when the task is prediction, the 123 LIME-RNN can simultaneously achieve imputation and 124 prediction.
125
3) The LIME-RNN is evaluated empirically on several syn-126 thetic and real-world time series, and the results show 127 that our model obtains state-of-the-art imputation and 128 prediction accuracy.
129
136
II. RELATED WORK
137
The demand for imputing missing data arises in many areas, 138 giving rise to many relevant studies. Traditional time-series 139 imputation methods, such as interpolation, splines, and moving 140 averages (MAs), are commonly used to impute missing val-141 ues in time series. All of them estimate the missing value 142 from immediately preceding or succeeding values. Hence, 143 they will achieve poor performance when encountering con-144 secutive missing values. The expectation maximization (EM) 145 algorithm [16] is also widely applied in dealing with miss-146 ing values in time series. Sinopoli et al. [17] 
151
Similar to the Kalman filter, Li et al. [19] proposed 152 DynaMMo, using a sequence of latent variables to model the 153 underlying linear dynamical system and hidden patterns of the 154 observation sequences for multivariate time-series imputation. 155 White et al. [20] proposed MICE, a sequential linear regres-156 sion multivariate imputation method, in which the variable 157 with a missing value is regressed on other available variables 158 and draws from the corresponding posterior predictive distri-159 bution to replace the missing value. Anava et al. [21] used an 160 AR model to address online TSP with missing values. In par-161 ticular, they assume that the missing item can be represented 162 as a recursive AR form of its previous nonmissing points and 163 missing ones. However, all of them assume the time series has 164 underlying linear dynamics, while nonlinear dynamics is more 165 common in time series [22] - [24] . (1) (a) (b) where W denotes all of the parameters. F RNN encapsulates 231 the different RNN variants.
232
B. Graph-Based Temporal Dependencies
233
Yu et al.
[3] have elaborated on how to introduce graph-234 based regularization into conventional matrix factorization to 235 capture temporal dependencies. These dependencies are sim-236 plified to an AR structure illustrated in Fig. 1 . For example, 237 assuming the missing variable at time step t is x t , the AR 238 dependencies can be formulated as
242
C. Residual Short Paths
243
256
IV. PROPOSED METHODS
257
A. Proposed LIME-RNN Framework
262
time series, we require a corresponding set of indicator vec- work of our LIME-RNN is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the 269 RNN layer can be composed of any kind of RNN unit.
270
276
278
However, in this paper, we assume f and g are the identity 279 function, so we can write this simply as
281 which can be written in closed form as 
293
299
1) Forward Propagation:
314
323
328
330
Let the superscript k denote the kth sample of time-series 331 collections (k = 1, 2, . . . , N) , and the overall training loss 332 L total has two terms: 1) the total approximating loss term 333 L total_approx and 2) the task-related loss term L total_target
(k)
338
340
Therefore, the overall training loss L total is obtained by
341
combining (11) and (12) 342
where λ target is a coefficient weighting the importance of the 344 task loss (we will usually simply set this to 1). This loss 345 function can be optimized by the standard BPTT algorithm.
346
Finally, the network update of the hidden unit activations 347 can be described by using the unified input form of u t Fig. 1 ), our LIME-RNN has several advantages.
374
377
382
387
V. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
388
A. Datasets
402
The datasets we use are summarized in Table I , and include 403 five univariate time series and three multivariate ones. The 404 datasets are as follows. 405 [21] is a synthetic time series generated 406 from a fifth-order AR equation: Each dataset is preprocessed as shown in Table I . We either For the Traffic volume dataset, we smooth the data using a 447 5-step sliding-average smoothing (also called rectangular box-448 car smoothing) [35] , [36] , that is, each point is replaced by 449 the mean of the two points before and after it and the point 450 itself.
1) Sanity check
451
B. Creating Missing Data
452
471
477
C. Tasks
478
490
493
D. LIME-RNN Implementation Details
494
502
The initial learning rates (ILR) and mini-batch size (MBS) 503 are shown in the penultimate column of Table I . The learn-504 ing rates are annealed during training. Initial weights were 505 uniformly distributed in the range [−0.1, 0.1]. For training, 506 we used the Adam optimizer [38] and stopped training when 507 the loss flattens out. The coefficient λ target of (13) is set to 508 1 for the goal of one-step-ahead prediction; this is identical 509 to the approximation loss, and both are trained to estimate 510 the next input, x t+1 . In the one-step-ahead prediction task, 511 we must slice the time series into fixed length subsequences; 512 hence, we have to choose T, the length of the subsequences 513 (as in Fig. 3 ). The choice of T is shown in the last col-514 umn of Table I , and the relevant details are discussed in 515 Section VI-D (hyper-parameter analysis). These subsequences 516 overlap, which is commonly called "many-to-one" training.
517
For consistency, we apply this training technique to all RNNs, 518 including both univariate and multivariate data.
519
The experiments were run on the tensorflow platform using is done by maximizing the log-likelihood using iterative 570 steps, and the resulting Kalman smoothed estimator is 571 used to complete the missing values.
572
The imputation methods Spline, MA, and Kalman were 573 implemented using the imputeTS toolkit in R 2.142), our method is clearly the winner. The closest competi-667 tor that is not one of our models is the Kalman filter method, 668 which is not statistically different than the RegEM or MA 669 method. According to the ranking, the forward imputation, 670 spline, and indicator methods performed worst.
671
679
694
B. Performance Comparison on Multivariate Datasets
695
708
771
811
D. Hyper-Parameter Analysis
812
821
As shown in the first row of Fig. 9 , the influence of the num-
822
ber of hidden units on the imputation performance is slight.
823
As shown in the second row, adding additional recurrent lay- to pick up on. If the time slice is too long, we hypothesize that 829 the poorer results are due to the exploding gradient problem. 830 For stable training, we have to clip the maximum norm of the 831 gradient to 10, following common practice. As a result of these 832 analyses, we used one layer of 128 neurons, while making T 833 as small as possible while maintaining performance.
834
E. Error Accumulation Analysis
835
Inevitably, the missing values imputed by the network 836 should yield errors. Here, we argue that these errors will not 837 accumulate quickly along the forward propagation since the 838 network is able to recover from its previous errors. Assume 839 that x t is missing and x t+1 is revealed in our model, we feed 840 We perform some experiments to verify this ability. The 847 setup is as follows: first, we train LIME-LSTM on the its ability to recover from errors.
869
TABLE II COMPARISON OF H-LSTM AND LIME-LSTM'S DEVIATIONS ON THE
F. Runtime Analysis
870
877
879
882
VII. CONCLUSION
883
AQ2
In this paper, we presented a novel framework, LIME-RNN,
884
that combines the idea of a graph-based structure with residual 
